Supplemental House Calendar
Tuesday, May 21, 2019

********** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR **********
SENATE BILLS
THIRD READING

SB 1978   Hughes / et al.
           SP: Krause / Sanford / Phelan / Oliverson / et al.
Relating to the protection of membership in, affiliation with, and support
provided to religious organizations.

SB 24     Lucio / et al.
           SP: Paddie / et al.
Relating to the provision of informational materials and certain other
information to a pregnant woman before an abortion.

SB 69     Nelson
           SP: Capriglione
Relating to the allocations of money for transfer to the state highway fund
and the economic stabilization fund and the investment of money in the
economic stabilization fund.

SB 1264   Hancock / et al.
           SP: Oliverson / Martinez Fischer / Bonnen, Greg / Zerwas /
                  Lucio III / et al.
Relating to consumer protections against certain medical and health care
billing by certain out-of-network providers.

********** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR **********
SENATE BILLS
THIRD READING

SB 437    Nelson
           SP: Price / Sheffield / Minjarez / Rose / VanDeaver
Relating to prohibited practices by a life insurance company relating to an
individual's prescription for or obtainment of an opioid antagonist.

SB 289    Lucio
           SP: Morrison / Coleman / Collier
Relating to disaster housing recovery.

SB 1214   Schwertner / et al.
           SP: Wilson
Relating to the sales and use tax exemption for certain aircraft.

SB 530    Birdwell
           SP: Wray
Relating to civil and administrative penalties assessed or imposed for
violations of laws protecting drinking water, public water supplies, and
bodies of water.

SB 748    Kolkhorst / et al.
           SP: Davis, Sarah / Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to newborn screening and the newborn screening preservation
account.

SB 749    Kolkhorst
           SP: Price / et al.
Relating to level of care designations for hospitals that provide neonatal
and maternal care.
SB 750  Kolkhorst / et al.  
SP: Button  
Relating to maternal and newborn health care and the quality of services provided to women in this state under certain health care programs.

SB 40  Zaffirini / et al.  
SP: Leach / Murr  
Relating to locations, terms, sessions, and procedures for conducting court proceedings.

SB 139  Rodríguez / et al.  
SP: Moody  
Relating to a notice of educational rights for certain student evaluations.

SB 346  Zaffirini / et al.  
SP: Leach / Collier / White / Thompson, Senfronia  
Relating to the consolidation, allocation, classification, and repeal of certain criminal court costs and other court-related costs, fines, and fees; imposing certain court costs and fees and increasing and decreasing the amounts of certain other court costs and fees.

SB 1238  Johnson  
SP: Rose / Collier / Thompson, Senfronia  
Relating to the admission, examination, and discharge of a person for voluntary mental health services.

SB 531  Birdwell / et al.  
SP: Lozano  
Relating to the sources of funding for the Texas emissions reduction plan.

SB 2111  Watson  
SP: Price  
Relating to the Health and Human Services Commission developing a plan to contract with a public institution of higher education to operate a certain state hospital.

SB 1091  Nichols  
SP: Ashby  
Relating to vehicles eligible for veteran toll discount programs.

SB 37  Zaffirini / et al.  
SP: Krause / Hernandez / Blanco / Oliverson / Shaheen  
Relating to a prohibition on the use of student loan default or breach of a student loan repayment or scholarship contract as a ground for refusal to grant or renew an occupational license or other disciplinary action in relation to an occupational license.

SB 1474  Lucio / et al.  
SP: Murphy / Howard / Frullo  
Relating to private activity bonds.

SB 568  Huffman  
SP: Bonnen, Greg / Collier  
Relating to the regulation of child-care facilities and family homes; providing administrative penalties.

SB 633  Kolkhorst / et al.  
SP: Lambert / Guillen  
Relating to an initiative to increase the capacity of local mental health authorities to provide access to mental health services in certain counties.

SB 711  Hinojosa  
SP: Leach  
Relating to allowing safety recall information to be included in a vehicle inspection report.
SB 1621  Kolkhorst / et al.
SP: Price
Relating to creating a license for certain rural medical facilities; 
requiring a license; authorizing fees.

SB 1319  Birdwell / et al.
SP: Murphy
Relating to an annual report submitted to the comptroller by a county that 
imposes certain hotel occupancy taxes.

SB 1414  Hancock
SP: Phelan
Relating to fees regarding a residential tenant's failure to timely pay 
rent.

SB 1525  Watson
SP: Sanford
Relating to the application of the sales and use tax to certain property and 
services.

SB 1861  Menéndez
SP: Flynn
Relating to certain public facilities financed, owned, and operated by a 
public facility corporation.

SB 1940  Hancock
SP: Oliverson
Relating to the administration of a temporary health insurance risk pool.

SB 2212  Taylor
SP: Paul / Phelan / Deshotel
Relating to the maintenance and operation of certain projects by certain 
drainage districts.

SB 2551  Hinojosa / et al.
SP: Burrows
Relating to liability, payment, and death benefits for certain workers' 
compensation claims.

SB 815  Rodriguez
SP: Moody
Relating to the creation and preservation of certain records of criminal 
proceedings.

SB 632  Kolkhorst / et al.
SP: Price / Coleman / Thompson, Senfronia / Collier
Relating to the composition of the governing bodies and the consultation 
policies of local mental health authorities with respect to sheriffs, their 
representatives, and local law enforcement agencies.

SB 772  Hughes / et al.
SP: Springer / Bell, Cecil / et al.
Relating to evidence in certain civil actions of a person's failure to 
forbid handguns on certain property.

SB 535  Campbell / et al.
SP: Flynn / Ashby / Oliverson
Relating to the carrying of a handgun by a license holder on the premises of 
certain places of religious worship.

SB 988  Watson
SP: Capriglione
Relating to the assessment of litigation costs and attorney's fees in 
certain actions under the public information law.
SB 719  
SP: Frank  
Relating to increasing the punishment for certain conduct constituting the offense of murder and providing for the prosecution of that conduct as capital murder.

SB 2432  
SP: Sanford  
Relating to the removal of a public school student from the classroom following certain conduct.

SB 2293  
SP: Dutton  
Relating to the applicability of certain laws to open-enrollment charter schools.

SB 583  
SP: Rose  
Relating to the appointment of a local public defender's office to represent indigent defendants in criminal cases.

SB 2182  
SP: Parker  
Relating to the eligibility of certain events for funding under the Major Events Reimbursement Program.

SB 1834  
SP: Rose / Rodriguez / Thompson, Senfronia / Collier  
Relating to a study and pilot program regarding the use of incentives to purchase certain fruits or vegetables under the supplemental nutrition assistance program.

SB 572  
SP: Rodriguez / VanDeaver / Kacal / Lambert / Moody / et al.  
Relating to the regulation of cottage food production operations.

SB 667  
SP: Thompson, Senfronia  
Relating to guardianships, management trusts, and certain other procedures and proceedings for persons who are incapacitated.

SB 25  
SP: Turner, Chris / Stucky / Howard / Frullo / Walle / et al.  
Relating to measures to facilitate the transfer, academic progress, and timely graduation of students in public higher education.

********* POSTPONED BUSINESS *********  
UNTIL 8:00 AM

SB 1804  
SP: Nevárez / Harless  
Relating to the entry into the Texas Crime Information Center of certain information regarding conditions of bond imposed in criminal cases involving family violence.
**POSTPONED BUSINESS**

UNTIL 10:00 AM

**SB 449**
Creighton
SP: Wray
Relating to testimony by an appraisal district employee as to the value of real property in certain ad valorem tax appeals.

**SB 212**
Huffman / et al.
SP: Morrison
Relating to a reporting requirement for certain incidents of sexual harassment, sexual assault, dating violence, or stalking at certain public and private institutions of higher education; creating a criminal offense; authorizing administrative penalties.

**SB 563**
Perry / et al.
SP: Metcalf
Relating to the reporting of information about the use of federal money for flood research, planning, and mitigation projects.

**SB 194**
Perry / et al.
SP: Moody / Meyer / Collier / Leach / Beckley
Relating to the creation of the criminal offense of indecent assault, to judicial protection for victims of that offense, and to certain criminal acts committed in relation to that offense.

**MAJOR STATE CALENDAR**

**SENATE BILLS**

**SECOND READING**

**SB 11**
Taylor / et al.
SP: Bonnen, Greg / Huberty / Metcalf / Thierry / Price / et al.
Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety and mental health promotion in public schools.

**SB 20**
Huffman / et al.
SP: Thompson, Senfronia / Krause / Collier / White / Davis, Yvonne / et al.
Relating to the reporting regarding, investigation of, prosecution of, criminal and civil penalties for, and other consequences of prostitution, trafficking of persons, and related criminal offenses, to services and compensation available to victims of those offenses, and to orders of nondisclosure for persons who committed certain of those offenses.

**CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS CALENDAR**

**SENATE JOINT RESOLUTIONS**

**SECOND READING**

**SJR 79**
Lucio / et al.
SP: González, Mary / Guillen / Sheffield / Murr / Walle / et al.
Proposing a constitutional amendment providing for the issuance of additional general obligation bonds by the Texas Water Development Board to provide financial assistance for the development of certain projects in economically distressed areas.
SB 1991  Buckingham / et al.
SP: Klick
Relating to claims and overpayment recoupment processes imposed on health care providers under Medicaid.

SB 2138  Hinojosa / et al.
SP: Davis, Sarah
Relating to the authority of the Health and Human Services Commission to retain certain money received by the commission to administer certain Medicaid programs.

SB 1519  Kolkhorst
SP: Clardy
Relating to establishing a council on long-term care facilities and the duties of that council.

SB 2553  Watson
SP: Howard
Relating to the creation of the Save Historic Muny District; providing authority to issue bonds; providing authority to impose fees.

SB 1755  Creighton
SP: Oliverson
Relating to the status of certain medical residents and fellows as governmental employees for purposes of the Texas Tort Claims Act.

SB 2272  Nichols / et al.
SP: Metcalf
Relating to the procedure for amending or revoking certificates of public convenience and necessity issued to certain water utilities.

SB 2409  Menéndez
SP: Moody / Martinez Fischer
Relating to the Internet domain name used by a website that sells tickets to events.

SB 1219  Alvarado
SP: Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to human trafficking signs at certain transportation hubs.

SB 502  Seliger / et al.
SP: Howard
Relating to requiring certain institutions of higher education to issue reports on the transferability of credit.

SB 1231  Bettencourt / et al.
SP: Meyer / Leach / et al.
Relating to providing certain public and private school administrators with information regarding certain child abuse and neglect investigations and allegations.

SB 799  Alvarado / et al.
SP: Murphy
Relating to the creation of a business advisory council to provide advice on economic recovery following a disaster.

SB 2452  Lucio / et al.
SP: González, Mary
Relating to the provision by the Texas Water Development Board of financial assistance for the development of certain projects in economically distressed areas.
SB 355    West / et al.
SP: Klick
Relating to developing a strategic plan regarding implementation of prevention and early intervention services and community-based care.

SB 1412    Perry / et al.
SP: Burrows
Relating to accountability intervention provisions applicable to school district campuses, including the creation of accelerated campus excellence turnaround plans and the conditions under which a closed campus may be repurposed to serve students at that campus location.

SB 2283    Campbell
SP: Dutton
Relating to the eligibility of persons convicted of certain offenses to serve as a member of a board of trustees of a school district.

SB 237    Nelson
SP: Goldman
Relating to the criteria for review by the Sunset Advisory Commission of an agency that licenses an occupation.

SB 1311    Bettencourt
SP: Raney
Relating to the electronic transmission of an invoice or notice of toll nonpayment by a toll project entity.

SB 1636    Zaffirini
SP: Price
Relating to an annual report prepared by the Health Professions Council.

SB 820    Nelson / et al.
SP: Meyer
Relating to a requirement that a school district adopt a cybersecurity policy.

SB 1702    Whitmire
SP: Dutton
Relating to the powers and duties of the office of independent ombudsman for the Texas Juvenile Justice Department.

SB 1754    Huffman
SP: Bell, Keith
Relating to the prosecution of the offense of taking or attempting to take a weapon from certain officers, investigators, employees, or officials.

SB 30    Birdwell / et al.
SP: Phelan
Relating to ballot language requirements for a proposition seeking voter approval for the issuance of bonds.

SB 1451    Taylor / et al.
SP: Ashby
Relating to the ability of public school teachers to maintain student discipline without being subjected to adverse employment consequences.

SB 1083    Zaffirini / et al.
SP: Rodriguez
Relating to compensation to be paid to an emergency services district for a municipality's annexation of the district's territory.

SB 384    Nelson
SP: Sheffield
Relating to the reporting of health care-associated infections and preventable adverse events at health care facilities.
SB 569 Huffman
   SP: Bonnen, Greg
Relating to the regulation of listed family homes.

SB 1177 Menéndez
   SP: Rose
Relating to offering certain evidence-based services in lieu of other mental
   health or substance use disorder services by a Medicaid managed care
   organization.

SB 489 Zaffirini
   SP: Smithee
Relating to personal information that may be omitted from certain records,
   licenses, and reports and to other court security measures.

SB 1454 Taylor / et al.
   SP: Huberty
Relating to the ownership, sale, lease, and disposition of property and
   management of assets of an open-enrollment charter school.

SB 662 Campbell
   SP: Paddie
Relating to the availability of personal information of a statewide elected
   official or member of the legislature.

SB 71 Nelson / et al.
   SP: Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to the establishment of a statewide telehealth center for sexual
   assault forensic medical examination.

SB 345 Creighton
   SP: Toth
Relating to the use of land in the William Goodrich Jones State Forest.

SB 741 Hughes
   SP: Landgraf
Relating to restrictive covenants regarding firearms or firearm ammunition.

SB 405 Birdwell
   SP: Moody
Relating to the criminal offense of making a false report to a peace
   officer, federal special investigator, law enforcement employee, corrections
   officer, or jailer.

SB 41 Zaffirini
   SP: Smithee
Relating to exemptions to reporting and list requirements for certain
   attorneys ad litem, guardians ad litem, amicus attorneys, mediators, and
   guardians.

SB 1757 Creighton / et al.
   SP: Frullo
Relating to student loan repayment assistance under the math and science
   scholars loan repayment program.

SB 65 Nelson / et al.
   SP: Geren
Relating to oversight of and requirements applicable to state agency
   contracting and procurement.

SB 54 Zaffirini / et al.
   SP: González, Mary
Relating to a study regarding the appropriate methods and standards to
   evaluate certain students participating in regional day school programs for
   the deaf.
SB 64 Nelson
SP: Phelan
Relating to cybersecurity for information resources.

SB 132 Hinojosa / et al.
SP: Longoria / Guerra
Relating to operation of the Texas leverage fund program administered by the Texas Economic Development Bank.

SB 241 Nelson
SP: Longoria
Relating to certain required reports received or prepared by state agencies and other governmental entities.

SB 322 Huffman / et al.
SP: Murphy
Relating to the evaluation and reporting of investment practices and performance of certain public retirement systems.

SB 511 Rodríguez / et al.
SP: Clardy
Relating to the installation of unsafe motor vehicle tires; providing a civil penalty.

SB 10 Nelson / et al.
SP: Zerwas / Price / Button / Allison / Coleman / et al.
Relating to the creation of the Texas Mental Health Care Consortium.

SB 559 Miles
SP: Hinojosa / Walle / Guerra / Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to patient records regarding maternal death.

SB 560 Kolkhorst
SP: Smithee
Relating to a plan and report on court-ordered representation for certain suits affecting the parent-child relationship.

SB 230 Perry
SP: Guillen
Relating to a landowner's liability for injuries incurred during certain recreational activities.

SB 706 Watson
SP: Guerra
Relating to an investigation unit within the Health and Human Services Commission for certain illegally operating child-care facilities.

SB 819 Nelson
SP: Phelan
Relating to state agency electronic information and processes.

SB 562 Zaffirini / et al.
SP: Price / Collier
Relating to criminal or juvenile procedures regarding persons who are or may be persons with a mental illness or intellectual disability.

SB 869 Zaffirini
SP: Parker
Relating to guidelines for policies of school districts and open-enrollment charter schools for the care of certain students at risk for anaphylaxis.

SB 1564 West
SP: Klick
Relating to access to medication-assisted treatment for opioid use disorder under Medicaid.
SB 1676  West
SP: Dutton
Relating to suits affecting the parent-child relationship and the enforcement of child support.

SB 1017  Powell / et al.
SP: Guerra
Relating to the creation of the advisory council on postsecondary education for persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities.

SB 1056  Zaffirini
SP: Raney
Relating to the authority of physicians to delegate to certain pharmacists the implementation and modification of a patient's drug therapy.

SB 1995  Birdwell
SP: Paddie
Relating to the review of certain occupational licensing rules by the office of the governor.

SB 1105  Kolkhorst / et al.
SP: Frank / Klick
Relating to the administration and operation of Medicaid, including Medicaid managed care.

SB 2150  Kolkhorst
SP: Thierry / Walle / Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to the reporting of certain information on maternal mortality to the Department of State Health Services and the confidentiality of that information.

SB 1184  Perry / et al.
SP: Klick
Relating to eligible participants in the Texas Achieving a Better Life Experience (ABLE) Program.

SB 2104  Zaffirini / et al.
SP: Miller
Relating to the creation of the Texas Veterans County Service Officer Task Force.

SB 1303  Bettencourt / et al.
SP: Bell, Cecil
Relating to maps of the actual or proposed boundaries and extraterritorial jurisdiction of a municipality and certain notices related to expanding the boundaries.

SB 2117  Bettencourt
SP: Bohac
Relating to approval of school district and charter school partnerships to operate school district campuses and programs and to eligibility for state funding.

SB 1404  Powell
SP: Klick
Relating to consent to the disclosure of certain information and to other matters relating to newborn and infant screening tests.

SB 1504  Zaffirini / et al.
SP: Thierry
Relating to the abolition of the B-On-time student loan account and the allocation of funds remaining in that account.
SB 1572  Alvarado / et al.
SP: Button
Relating to municipal registration of vacant buildings in certain municipalities.

SB 372  Campbell
SP: VanDeaver
Relating to the authority of an open-enrollment charter school to employ security personnel, commission peace officers, and have school resource officers.

SB 1637  Zaffirini / et al.
SP: Collier / Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to the administrative, civil, and criminal consequences, including fines, fees, and costs, imposed on persons arrested for, charged with, or convicted of certain criminal offenses.

SB 1675  West
SP: Dutton
Relating to the administration of and certain procedures under the Title IV-D program for child support enforcement.

SB 1884  Kolkhorst
SP: Springer
Relating to the protection of animal and crop facilities; creating a criminal offense.

SB 1390  Menéndez / et al.
SP: Allison / Coleman
Relating to suicide prevention in public school curriculum and certain educational programs concerning suicide prevention and substance abuse prevention.

SB 2047  Zaffirini / et al.
SP: Miller
Relating to pro bono legal services for veterans and service members.

SB 2180  Nelson / et al.
SP: Ashby
Relating to the essential knowledge and skills of the technology applications curriculum and the establishment of a computer science strategic advisory committee to increase computer science instruction and participation in public schools.

SB 2322  Creighton / et al.
SP: Bell, Cecil
Relating to rates established by municipalities for water and sewer services.

SB 46  Zaffirini
SP: Zwiener / Anchia / Button / Davis, Sarah / Morrison / et al.
Relating to the prohibition against sexual harassment in the workplace.

SB 175  Perry
SP: Paddle
Relating to eminent domain reporting requirements for certain entities.

SB 1577  Alvarado / et al.
SP: Minjarez
Relating to a prohibition against the appropriation of money to settle or pay a sexual harassment claim made against certain members of the executive, legislative, or judicial branch of state government.
SB 429  Lucio / et al.  
SP: Lucio III  
Relating to a comprehensive plan for increasing and improving the workforce in this state to serve persons with mental health and substance use issues.

SB 710  Creighton / et al.  
SP: Toth  
Relating to authorization for the creation of a county ethics commission in any county.

SB 1192  West / et al.  
SP: Turner, Chris  
Relating to the Texas college work-study program and to establishing a program for the off-campus employment of certain students at public or private institutions of higher education.

SB 1130  West / et al.  
SP: Dutton / Frank  
Relating to the establishment of a task force on father engagement in this state.

SB 939  Creighton  
SP: Wray  
Relating to the limitations periods for certain suits against real estate appraisers and appraisal firms.

SB 814  Seliger  
SP: Buckley  
Relating to the regulation of equine dentistry.

SB 1941  Hancock  
SP: Holland  
Relating to use of electric energy storage facilities in the ERCOT power region.

SB 1040  Taylor  
SP: Middleton  
Relating to the use of money in the ship channel improvement revolving fund.

SB 2231  Watson / et al.  
SP: Cole / Howard / Toth / Guillen / Dutton / et al.  
Relating to the exemption of tuition and laboratory fees at public institutions of higher education for certain paramedics.

SB 1120  Lucio / et al.  
SP: Guerra  
Relating to health professional continuing education to address communicable and other diseases in border counties.

SB 1649  Kolkhorst  
SP: Murr  
Relating to the provision of funding for indigent defense services and to the representation of indigent defendants in criminal cases.

SB 1453  Taylor  
SP: Ashby  
Relating to the use of calculator applications in place of graphing calculators in public schools.

SB 2206  Kolkhorst  
SP: Bell, Cecil  
Relating to the availability of certain information regarding the members of the governing body of an independent school district or a public junior college district on the district's Internet website.
SB 1772  Bettencourt / et al.
SP: Bohac
Relating to a temporary exemption from ad valorem taxation of a portion of the appraised value of certain property damaged by a disaster.

SB 1879  Schwertner
SP: Anderson, Charles "Doc"
Relating to firearms training for county jailers.

SB 2305  Taylor
SP: Bonnen, Greg
Relating to certain functions of the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association and a study regarding a merger of the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association and the Fair Access to Insurance Requirements Plan; authorizing a penalty.

SB 2126  Creighton / et al.
SP: Huberty
Relating to taking sand, gravel, marl, shell, and mudshell from the San Jacinto River and its tributaries.

SB 1467  Hughes
SP: Paddie
Relating to the municipal hotel occupancy tax in certain municipalities.

SB 2021  Miles
SP: Miller / Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to providing access to local health departments and certain health service regional offices under Medicaid.

SB 1850  Rodriguez / et al.
SP: Walle
Relating to used and scrap tire handlers.

SB 1719  Lucio / et al.
SP: Morrison / Cyrier
Relating to the allocation of certain state hotel occupancy tax revenue.

SB 335  West
SP: Rodriguez
Relating to community land trusts.

SB 1140  Watson / et al.
SP: Frank
Relating to an independent medical review of certain determinations by the Health and Human Services Commission or a Medicaid managed care organization.

SB 2299  Powell / et al.
SP: Geren
Relating to the prosecution of the offense of operation of an unmanned aircraft over certain facilities.

SB 1193  Flores / et al.
SP: Landgraf
Relating to the liability of and issuance of titles and permits for motor vehicles purchased from motor vehicle dealers that go out of business.

SB 1779  Paxton
SP: Parker
Relating to security for state agency information and information technologies.